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/21·4/1:.ellwp ,    ,-_* ' „ // Most people, even most lighthouse
enthusiasts, do not know that Fresnel lenses

1'6 -=,44;,wi ¥J1I                    y  A/&  14% ,.1'.  lit.i1 6, .MFF*-m,igd#grlby . .'  i. 21 were made in America. The following story

1./Ar   3/1,     2-1.-,IR.   ri* i will tell how an American glass-maker, a dis-
ell=ik'
Ii,W..'  Mu..S,1 '

./M/r.'£* . # .    .   .-j . ...: 2M*..1.f.1, 2. tril..
U-0 gruntled Frenchman, the need for an astro-

<,71&                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 EW-I.,/I'

4, 1,,r   " - " 4':., „i,·'114, „   1-4   4.Riy  ,           1.·   ' . pt nomical telescope in Japan, $11.95 of erro-
' ··· .   · ·1,·iiI. wtap   W   .  .,:'14' ·,·'          ' ·'·     4,4 neous import duty, and our government's

*  4, .T-   /' .,     :-*       ., L .t. · 1  :  4,''Al strong desire for 'Made in America'led to the
1 T. 4.IR#'91.fir   ,          , .' -· manufacture of American Fresnel lenses.
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A Short History of Optical Lighthouse in France in 1823. His was the ly wrote to Chance Brothers in England and
first use of optical glass and advanced lens offered to sell them the processes and ingre-

Glass Manufacture design principals in a lighthouse lens. During dient formulas for many types of optical glass

this time, Monsieur Soleit and one of Pierre then produced only in France and Germany.
In 1788, lighthouse lenses, with a diam- Guinand's assistants, Monsieur Bontemps, Chance Brothers accepted Edmond's

eter of 21 inches  and a thickness of five continued optical glass production in France offer and purchased drawings of various
inches,  were  made by Thomas Rogers  in     and were able to produce single lenses with a glass-making tools and moulding equipment,
England. Rogers lenses  were  made from diameter of 14 inches in the year 1828. Later,     as  well  as  all  of Edmond's formerly secret
thick slabs of ordinary poor quality window     in 1848, Monsieur Bontemps went to work glass formulas. In addition, Edmond  Feil
glass with many bubbles and striae (an for Chance Brothers in England where he   made it generally known throughout the
imperfection  in the glass characterized  by was essential to Chance's manufacture of glass industry that he was available for hire or
nearly transparent wavy lines or patches). optical glass and lighthouse lenses. consultation. In 1890, George Macbeth
Rogers ground down the slabs of glass to brought Edmond to America as the general
make his thick lenses. The glass was so poor manager of his new glass factory which was
and the lenses were so thick that they were then under construction in Elwood, Indiana.
reported to actually reduce the light output
rather than enhance  it  and were  used  in                        ·                             ·   ,t., George A. Macbethj              'R
only a few English lighthouses. i              ,#I         (1845-1916)In America in 1810, Winslow Lewis made I ty.      : ..:-2 -

nine inch diameter lenses that varied  from                          .,·*.    :·-  •'. -:·-7,         : -:; 4 George Macbeth began his glass-making2.5 to four inches thick. Lewis' lenses were ..4
.,                               ·                   career in Pittsburgh, Penns+ania in  1872made from poor quality green bottle glass. with the manufacture of glass chimneys for

These lenses also reduced the light output
- I.

ai*r$ 1.

oil lamps and became one of the world's
and were later abandoned. True optical glass ,#  . . . . . . . :'.      .. '.... .. », -   '*j?6.  ...... largest producers of lamp chimneys by  1880.and new lens designs to reduce the thickness                                                        ...,       ,    :I:..,9: I In 1899, Macbeth Glass merged with the
would be required before efficient optics for .: A. ·.·.:61.. ., ....42 .. .    1 ' .....'8*3%..$* 22;      .:  ....    I , ' 

Thomas Evans Glass Company to form
lighthouses could be produced. : fet  -/  ·  W) aA

4:'t .3./A Macbeth-Evans, which then became the
Around the world, many glass-makers

world's largest producer of lamp chimneyshad long tried to make optical quality glass. It 461

was not until around  the year  1790  that a :/ :b·

1

andmajormanufacturers ofa variety ofother
glass articles.

Frenchman, Pierre Louis Guinand, invented 'VE-, ,
...=,=

Wmal 1the first truly successful process and set of        .           i--. ' First Optical Glass Made iningredient formulas for the production of      s       'Ct' / Americaoptical glass. Prior to this time, it was only
possible to produce optical quality lenses George MacBeth
with a diameter of about three inches. By The Spencer Lens Company and the
1790, Pierre Guinand was able to make opti- Charles  Feil, a grandson of Pierre Lennox Glass Company both tried to make
cal quality lenses of up to nine inches with    Guinand, founded his own glass factory in optical glass in the 186Os, but could make
his new process. France and continued the family tradition of      only very tiny quantities of rather poor glass.

Pierre Guinand's secret process involved optical glass-making there.  In  1872,  he    In 1890, George Mad)eth built a glass facto-
the use of a two-foot long stirring rod made placed his company under the direction of    ry in Elwood, Indiana. Elwood was chosen
of fire-clay.  This  rod  was  used  to  stir  the      his son Edmond Feil. Under Edmond's lead- because a very large source ofnatural gas had

molten optical glass mixture within the fur-    ership,  or lack thereof,  the Feil company just been found in the area which could fuel

nace, to produce a homogeneous glass that floundered within a few years and Charles the glass melting furnaces.

was nearly free from bubbles and striae. regained control. Edmond Feil left his The Elwood plant was specifically
Pierre Guinand kept his process  and list of father's business and started  his  own very designed to produce large quantities of lamp
ingredients closely guarded as did each of small optical lens factory. By 1885, Charles chimneys, but Macbeth had a fascination
the other glass manufacturers at that time.     Feil took his son-in-law, Edouard Mantois, as with optical glass and he devoted a special

In 1805, Pierre Guinand joined two German a partner and they jointly ran the business     room and one pot furnace to its production.
optical glass-makers, and together they until early 1887 when Charles died. The plant was completed early in 1891. On
developed the manufacture of optical glass Edmond Feil thought he would return to August 5, 1891, Macbeth organized a special

in Germany. the business as a partner on his fathers death, train that picked up 365 of his workers, their
In 1819, another Frenchman, Augustin    but he was left out of the partnership con. families, and household goods in Pittsburgh,

Fresnel began his design of lighthouse optics tracts and Monsieur Mantois  took  over as Pennsylvania and moved the workers,  and
resulting  in  the now famous Fresnel  lens, sole proprietor. Edmond Feil was devastated, Edmond Feil, to Elwood, Indiana. The facto-
which was  first  installed  in the Cordouan and became quite vindictive. He immediate-     ry then began lamp chimney production and
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Feil, in addition to his management duties, Enactment of a Tariff on The Lighthouse Board was also quietly
began making very small experimental lobbying Congress to make an exemption to

Optical Glassbatches of optical glass. the tariff for optical glass used for lighthouse
Later in 1891, an astronomy equipment purposes. In early 1893, they were successful

manufacturer, and friend of George     On June  10, 1890, Congress passed a Tariff     and the Act of March 3, 1893 for 'Supplies of
Macbeth, named John Brashear was working      Act that provided: Lighthouses' was passed stating:
on telescope lenses to be used in the Tokyo "Duties shay be collected on Lenses "It is provided: That lenses and lens
Observatory in Japan. An accident occurred of glass or pebble wholly or partially glass for the use of the Lighthouse
in the grinding process and several lenses manufactured and not especially pro- Establishment may be imported free
were destroyed. The lens glass John Brashear vided for in this act, at 45 per centum of duty."

.

was using had been imported from France ad valorem. Fresnel lens costs returned to their actual
and it would take several months to receive    This Act caused an immediate cost increase cost, saving the Lighthouse Board 45 per-
a replacement order. Brashear  went   to     for all Fresnel lenses imported   by   the      cent. This happy status remained in effect for
Macbeth and asked if there was any possibil- Lighthouse Service. the next eight years.

ity of obtaining replacement lens glass in The Lighthouse Board reacted by Then, it happened! In late 1900,
America. This was just the opportunity for requesting an increased appropriation for Lieutenant Colonel D. R Heap who was
which George had been looking. He contact- 'Supplies of Lighthouses' in 1891 and they Engineer  of the Third Lighthouse District
ed Feil at the Elwood plant and discussed the also added the following to their request: and in charge of the Lighthouse Depot at

„project. They decided they would try to pro- Heretofore certain articles of lighthouse Tompkinsville, New York, ordered some lens
duce the lenses at Elwood. Production quan- supply not manufactured in this country prisms from France to repair a damaged lens.
tities of materials were immediately pur- were imported duty free. Under the pre- The prisms were shipped to New York in
chased and within a few weeks Fed made his sent tariff act duties must be paid on January 1901 by the American Express
first attempt at producing the lens blanks. them. This will be  an additional drain Company. When they arrived, the local cus-
The first glass produced was perfect and the upon this too slender appropriation. Thus toms agent was apparently told only that the
lens blanks were quickly made and sent to it will be  seen  that  with the means at package contained optical glass, and he then
the grinding process. John Brashear was elat- hand it will be necessary to practice the requested $11.95 for the optical glass duty,
ed and immediately gave Macbeth orders for severest economy to keep the present which was paid by the American Express
glass lens blanks for eventual use in tele- lights properly supplied. Company. Lieutenant Colonel Heap did not

.

scopes being built for the Gill Observatory in In addition, they requested an increase in     find out about the erroneous charge for sev-
South Africa, Dudley Observatory in New the appropriation for 'repairs' and added eral weeks until the American Express
York, Princeton Observatory, and others. the following: billing arrived.

No other American company was then "The cost of duties laid by the new tariff He then made his first mistake. Heap
able to make high quality optical glass in act upon illuminating apparatus and wrote to the Lighthouse Board requesting
quantity, for use in instruments, lenses, and other material which was formerly admit-    that the government refund the $11.95.
laboratory equipment. The plant eventually ted duty free must be met." Lieutenant Colonel Heap should have
produced leaded glass as well as various flint A similar statement relative to 'Supplies of known better. Although he was a member of
and other specialty optical glasses. Lighthouses'  was  made  in the request for    the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, he had

Macbeth won a prize at the Columbian appropriations in 1892. been assigned duty in the Lighthouse Board
Exposition in 1892 for producing the first high
quality optical glass in America. Although no
records exist, it was probably at this exposition
where Macbeth was first approached by the U
S. Lighthouse Board in regard to the potential
manufacture of Fresnel lenses. The
Lighthouse Board had a large display at the

exposition and various Lighthouse  Board                                                      :,                                                                    4
+
..

members were probably visitors.
4                                            0            G                         ··ItUnfortunately, the production costs of

American labor could not compete, at that
a '      - 9 -4   /

time, with those in Europe. After only five
years of very limited production, Edmond
Feil left the Macbeth-Evans Company and L laq . I-* ,rd-  the production of optical glass was stopped.

-                                        "    iti  fl... 4,2'69 4*lii.' 011•ZilHowever, optical glass research continued ,  ird,Nzae'ii,ltril :....», -.T,   i-.:7-23*79 and experimental batches of optical glass ...*•..  • •   In:.. 48.'*4*8 . • 4   *......0 '    • ..4,#6*·,.2    .MalS/4.1,| :!:R/t:.24/1#.S///M/0/MJ

were still produced. MacBeth's Elwood Works in Elwood, IN. Photo courtesy of the author.
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since 1880. There he had been the for duty paid under misapprehension -    For some unknown reason, Congress
Engineering Secretary of the Lighthouse this reimbursement to be charged against refused to add the requested new wording,
Board from 1883 through 1887 and was the appropriation from which the cost of    and, from 1902 until 1907, the Lighthouse
assigned as the Third District Engineer from the prisms was paid. " Board's Annual Report carried the follow-
1887 through  1894, and again starting in    This time the response from the Treasury ing request:
1897. He should have realized that bureau-    was not what Heap expected. The response "Free entry asked for goods imported for

.crats   don't like paperwork and especially was written on June 21, 1901, directly by R. lighthouse purposes.
don't like to fill out numerous forms and let- J. Tracewell, Comptroller, who agreed   to      But, this was all useless activity, as Congress
ters for insignificant sums. Heap's letter was Heap's request, but also added a long disser- failed to respond and the tariff duty contin-
forwarded  to the Treasury Department who tation about the original wording of the Act       ued to be collected.
promptly rejected the request. Unfortu- of March 3, 1893, concluding as follows: At the same time, another major change
nately, that did not stop Heap. He again "I am therefore of the opinion that nei- was underway  for the Lighthouse Board.
wrote a letter requesting a refund, this time ther the language nor the nature of this     From its inception, the Lighthouse Board
to the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury proviso indicates an intention to enact     had been under the Secretary of the Treasury

who replied as follows: general and permanent legislation,  and     and the Treasury Department.  On July  1,
that it must be construed to be limited in      1903, the Lighthouse Board was transferred

« its operation to the particular appropria-       to the Department of Commerce and Labor.
tion of which it forms a part. The combination of the increased costs from

"
- Adopting this construction, it fol- the re-imposed tariff and the pressures of

' ''    ti, i lows that duties were legally exacted, being under new management set the
,#r , , -11  I and  you are therefore authorized  to Lighthouse Board in action to find an imme-
It' B reimburse the express company for the diate solution. The Lighthouse Board began
9  1. ,i

1,(i:*   -3.-             1'  1  '  '   '. 1
amount thereof paid by it to the to solicit American glass manufacturers

:6'«     -1    "1' 4'-    4          ' Government' about the possibility of developing the capa-
, 2.    .-19     -,1 42:      1 , This meant   that,   in the Comptroller's bility to produce optical glass and the needed

i'.*     -41%      i
, opinion, the original provision should have Fresnel lenses in America.

...    .964        lt#F.   ··  4.
11'k;#*=         1 : . L -1,_        1 - ended atthe end ofthat fiscal year and the The September 26, 1903 issue of

.

242,1,W free importation of optical glass  by the Scientific American reported:-,

I,i*-r..1*ir..Il! 1/////. Lighthouse Board  was  at  an end, unless "The United States Government has
+                                 r':1*Et,"M.p- Congress re- worded the language of the afforded experts in this country every

T :   -1-9  1..     12ip
/4, r      «l   ' ·.13'mr Act of 1893 and re-enacted it into law. opportunity to learn the art of making
111     '*'1'.4

'

. r"
" 4, .

144- -

Based on this finding, the customs collec- Fresnel lenses, but up to the present

U 41 4.         '          1 Wi_ tors were advised to start collecting the without success. One of the most promi-4 41'·:'
- tariff on ALL optical glass from June 21, nent American optical firms was given

, 1901 forward. one of these lenses to copy, but after
on July 24, 1901, the Lighthouse Board nearly a year of experiment was obliged

-      sent Lieutenant Colonel Heap a to abandon the attempt. Consequently,
4        -" r        '1, 1

telegram: Uncle Sam has to send abroad for his

Lieutenant Colonel D.R Heap "Report at once by letter, all illumi- lighthouse equipment The same holds

nating apparatus ordered from abroad true in the mounting of the lenses. This
"In reply I have to state that, while the which manufacturers were informed was is also done abroad, so that whenever a
articles were entitled to free entry under subject to free entry. Name Firms. lens is broken it must be shipped back to.

the said provision of the law, there is no The Lighthouse Board was really upset and Europe for repairs."
provision of law under which refund of began lobbying Congress to re-write the act. No American firm would take up the chal-
the duties paid as aforesaid could be Lieutenant Colonel Heap was ordered lenge and the Lighthouse Board continued
made  in the absence  of a timely written relieved of duty in the Lighthouse Board on       to buy from abroad  at ever increasing cost,
notice of dissatisfaction to the collector August 9,  1901, and returned to the U. S. including the tariff. Over the next few years

of customs at New York, under the pro- Army Corps of Engineers, serving in additional attempts  were  made  to find  an
visions of section  14 of the act of June California. The Lighthouse Board also got American supplier, without result.
10,  1890. Your application is therefore the Secretary of the Treasury to write a let- Additionally,  in 1909 Congress decided to

again denied." ter to Congress on January 30, 1902, asking restructure the Lighthouse Board and  they
Now, Heap made his big mistake, he again    that the act: passed a law which took effect July 1, 1910,
wrote a letter to the Treasury Department "be modified, reenacted, and made part terminating the Lighthouse Board  and
as follows: of the next sundry civil appropriation act replacing it with the Bureau of Lighthouses

66

I now request to be advised if I can reim- in that part relating to repairs, etc., of under the leadership of Commissioner
burse the American Express Company lighthouses ..." George Putnam.
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Development of Navigational cent more light than the European lenses of
the same type and size.

Aids at Macbeth-Evans The Macbeth-Evans prisms were manu-

... . . .
factured completely by machine. The grind-..

In 1910, the Bureau of Lighthouses '
1, ·        1                   " .                   ing and polishing equipment was developed

approached Macbeth.Evans and requested                 ·      '                                                       by Mr. Heupel, the Macbeth-Evans manufac-.,
that they evaluate the possibility of produc- · turing engineer, and allowed highly accurate

.. li
ing a small 5th Order Fresnel lens for use on 1,                                                                     and lower cost manufacture. Mr. Heupel also

.It

American lightships. By this time, Macbeth-   1 '                                                   '  ·                       developed  designs  for  all  of  the  brass-work
./     /1Evans was back in limited production of , that was used to create the finished lens pan-

optical glass and was looking for a project .*.. els. This brass-work was held to very high tol-
with a continuing need for relatively small              ·: erances which reduced the cost for the initial

quantities of the glass, and, while American 1.' 0
g

setup and testing of the lenses.
.'i..    Y .

labor costs had not come down, the use of       2-1  /t.'    1
sophisticated grinding and polishing tools,  . ··111 £40 Red Glass for use indesign for part interchange, and advanced      L ',/.6:1*/Ri ,14: 1.·4 :'..... Characterizing Lighthouses
production processes were in place, lowering

...

overall costs.  A.,······:···'.*i-9///02. .........4 The European glass-makers used rubyMacbeth-Evans accepted the Fresnellens       -, ·  :       4.'
project and started an evaluation of all parts       .

glass made by adding gold to the molten
- .... glass mixture. Ruby glass was produced inof the design and construction of such lens-  ,I...

es, as well as the composition and manufac- 5th order fixed lens for lightships. panels for use external to the Fresnel lens

ture of the lens glass.
and was also formed into lamp chimneys.

The glass used in all of Macbeth-Evans ·
Ruby glass provided the red color used to

lenses was different from that used by the
 

create part of the lighthouse's characteristic
-....'&'e

and to mark dangerous areas. Unfortunately,European makers. Macbeth-Evans used ·E. . ; .·3f..=
glass with an index of refraction of 1.55, ver- :  7,6.

. -,7 it was brittle and easily broken. The

sus the European standard of 1.52, and a      6
 . . .1,  European panels were generally made at

specific gravity   of 2.95,

versus   2.52   for               _

least one-quarter inch thick to reduce

Europe. The glass was known as non-hygro- f... breakage. Ruby glass absorbs approximately

scopic, meaning that it does not absorb any         -                                       -. 2, seventy-five percent of the light passing
. *'...#¢*

moisture. It was a heavy, brilliant glass with         - - through the red panels. This is due to the
- I .....=:.6- fact that only the red light rays and some

a very slight gray color, and it would take a
finer polish than European glass. This type .. :I. useless blue light rays pass through and, also,

of glass was harder to make, especially with- due to the thickness of the glass panels

out bubbles and striae. 300mm pressed glass lens for buoys. which absorb many of even those light rays.

Macbeth-Evans lenses were also
Beginning in 1911, the Bureau of

improved over European lenses in their phys-
-3[iRiii,t,fil .  hql Dii:· .::ti *   Lighthouses asked Macbeth-Evans to pro-
3/,Liti!,111.i:$:11,11111111,014. I.-  40.........1

ical design. George Macbeth hired Professor -I„  :11'111&1 106.1 ...4,4i      duce red glass panels and chimneys

Harry S. Hower,  of the Carnegie Institute of              ' '"i..„A 1  However, Macbeth's glass was specifically

Technology, to design the prisms used in his      ,   f :T·  ':18%&*-'. ...      ...3119'DIS  31.        designed to have a red-orange color, and the
14:9 1

lenses. Professor Hower noted  that  in the     · ',1   :. ·     /'.:'> . ·...       '  .   " "12  ·· ·· color was produced with chemicals other
704·, i    /_:.-14...3                     \

,
than gold, allowing the glass to be made farfirst prisms produced in Europe, the sides    . -   ... 1  7 ·

were straight, utilizing only the principles of                          '        less brittle and, consequently, to be produced
1

-

total reflection   and   refraction. In later      --with reduced thickness. The Macbeth-Evans
-

red-orange panels and chimneys absorbedEuropean prisms, one of the sides of the
prisms was slightly curved which improved   ·             i less than sixty percent of the light, giving a

more powerful light for mariners.its ability to direct the light as needed. The       . .
Macbeth-Evans prism design was construct-      -""'-         ,           ./1    '.  4 i -R:* Pi'..

7%14*3£ed with two conical surfaces and the third .-ir · '..-·,!·  ..,  *,:17.     ,·'.6.'47' ..·- Photos this page courtesy ofthe Juliette
surface  was a hyperboloid of revolution  giv-          ' .I: ;  i fi..         :.  "   ..  /.:-    S              ...':i:f.1  . „...               K. & Leonard S. Rakow Research Library

·<  I.  ·.*J:«2 -3-;f.:r              &;te„t°;%"g Museum of Glass,ing still more enhanced light throughput and      r     :-
control. This structure was more complicat-       ·   .r·- „   .                 .4,1*4,4 --6144.6,-·.  -""*·i.:.
ed than any other manufacturer had success-         3.4 -6-. »  ...:44 e..... -   *.
fully produced, and Macbeth-Evans lenses *431. ...4.:...: 11=*ef

, -     The brass-work was held in very high toler-
2,3F..... 4- .FS       ances. At left is a brass frame for a 4th order

were  found to transmit  as  much  as  50  per-         '9"til'h     +  : :.'-  ..1 il ,41:·; *51'&.       1=14:···1,1-1 clam shell (bivalve) style  lens.
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Fresnel Lenses and Other to compete with foreign makers. to warrant the large equipment cost
.

Navigational Aids made by
"Recently the matter has been taken necessary.

up with an American firm ofglass manu- An internal letter   of the Bureau   of
Macbeth-Evans facturers with the idea of ascertaining if a Lighthouses dated June  26,  1913 and signed

better lens could not be made iii this  by Mr. Bowerman, Chief Constructing
The 187.5 mm. 5th Order, three panel, country than abroad by using some mod- Engineer, makes the following statement:

fixed lightship lens was the first attempted by ern manufacturing methods. The first "There are now in the old lamp shop two
the Macbeth-Evans Company. The first lens lenses made were 187.5 mm. radius, or 4th order range lenses and the parts of
was successfully delivered to the Bureau of what is known as the fifth-order, and they other 4th order lenses, made by the
Lighthouses in 1910. In 1912 Macbeth-Evans were so successfully made that there are Macbeth-Evans Glass Co., of lead glass
agreed to undertake the development of *th now being manufactured a number of prisms, cast in iron moulds and ground
Order lenses. By the early part of 1913, fourth-order fixed and flashing lenses. and polished. They are beautiful speci-
Macbeth- Evans produced their first 4th Order The first one of the last lot has been deliv- mens of lighthouse lenses and Mr. Haskell
lenses and'Made in America' became a reality. ered to the general depot and when test- claims that they are more correctly cut

ed was found to be superior to foreign and set than the soda glass prisms made
lenses and can be made for the same cost abroad. I understand that Mr. Macbeth
or less than those furnished from abroad. has taken a great interest in these appara-
The glass is hard, white, and brilliant and tus and has spent considerable sums of
will keep its polish much longer than the money in perfecting them and they have
soft glass previously used. The prisms are already excited the interests of the old
regular, sharp, and fit close into the manufacturers abroad. They are made

AF. frames, and the frames are designed to from his pearl glass stock, the index of
1&   41.

give maximum strength and rigidity with refraction is about 1.56, according to Mr.

-0 h. least obstruction of light. Haskell, and the only thing about them in
»           "The essential feature of the anyway detrimental is the presence of a

American method of manufacture is that number of air bubbles about 1/16 diame-
R I the prisms are formed by machines ter scattered through the prisms. I under-

instead  of by hand. Every part is made to stand that Macbeth has sold the Service
fit an accurate template or jig so that they lenses at $300 which cost him $800 to

.'./'.. are true to size and pairs of the same num- make. I think he should be encouraged to

F'*. ber are completely interchangeable. go ahead, and if the photometric and

"It is hoped in a short time that the other test show them to be equal or supe-
American factory will be equipped to nor to the foreign article, it is a matter of

"furnish all lenses except those of large satisfaction to all concerned.

size, where the demand is so small as not

It' t     '. 1.5.

L  7.                                                - - + -->& AA le :-:.
3..         -    r=z 4    '  '. ' 1, T fi ·j#0/'rat . 4:.    ": t..a4th order flashing lens.

Author photograph. #     1      1   5.Fai.1....i, El:. .1    1.trh**p41
Views of the Bureau of 11*I   I  i--3 t'-6'  1, ,%46

-

r«:eF
'5 I.--1 - .:»1 'Ehifk.,-tjjiT.   *»IL... I.Lighthouses -4-15  2  -- 25*..9"L.z  . -.:.. 1, 1:Ers   . 1.

" .f-'1  /           .  - -                                       .  '.
- il-K   .41,1/4/2 --'.61'2

I.       ..Z:  ...:r.:      ..1Lighthouse Service Bulletin No. 17 from
::./-='.7- -1.*411  4...

. • 4 ·       .i.   ./.1

May 1913 states: . 1.8.75#3/I-- -it/ ..               .....--IM  ...                                                                                                                                                                     11*"i*.'1*'E...6 4:  -1,:4.1

"Until recently it has been necessary to       .22. 2:i. . ' . 9   193*                       -                461  *
procure all the cut-glass lenses used inthe           t.      ':iiike-4-#.    --       :i#fr./p',/1/          '.05 L.-4& ,4443..   .091-9.,W.#I     4. abii..Lighthouse Service from either France,   pji  I.-4-2,/i'*.   I 40.4<i#%64  1, :44
England, or Germany, most of them com-

- aill

-I

ing from France. The making of a light-      ..7  /.5 .  ,  .: z. .7 =„  
house  lens has hitherto been largely  a      r   Aill/.2„,        R        :          '...     7.   E...

- . .. ..,.,    ..,-.1  * ,\-=  4,r-: 4-  i.l.6.  2:M.:: 1,;aifil....matter of manual labor, and, as labor
abroad is cheaper than in this country, the
American manufacturers have declined The MacBeth showroom.

Photo courtesy of the Corning Incorporated Department of Archives and Records
Management, Corning, NY
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End of an Era expensive cut-glass lenses. The third Products:
inspector now reports that pressed-glass

Unfortunately by the time Macbeth- lenses, which from practical tests both 150 mni. Cut Glass Buoy Lenses
Evans developed the capability to produce 200 mm. Pressed Glass Buoy Lenseswith the naked eye and with the pho-
Fresnel lenses, the major lighthouse con- 300 mm. (150 mm. Focal Length) 6th Order,

tometer have proven of equal efficiency

struction era had ended and there were few 3 or 4 Panel, Fixed Pressed Glass Buoy
to the cut-glass lenses, can be made for

orders. From 1910 to 1932, Macbeth-Evans about $150 each, a saving of $250 over
Lens, Ground on Inside

built a large number ofbuoy lenses and small 187.5 mm. 5th Order Range Lens
the cost of the cut-glass lenses. The

quantities of Fresnel lighthouse lenses. pressed-glass lenses d be adopted for     250 mm. 4th Order Range Lens
use in all 375 mm. lanterns purchasedMacbeth-Evans also built most, possibly all, 250 mm. 4th Order Bivalve Lens -
hereafter.

4 Segment
"

of the *th Order range lenses used along the
Panama Canal. The Tompkinsville Depot also constructed 250 mm. 4th Order Bivalve Lens -

5 Segrnent
250 mm. 4th Order 6 Panel Fixed Lens

Total Lenses Built:  (Does not include those at the Panama Canal) 250 mm. 4th Order 4 Panel Flashing Lens
Basic Orders Identified Receiving Locations 187.5 mm. 5th Order 3 Panel Fixed
(8) 4th Order 6 Panel Fixed (1) Light Vessel No. 94 (1) Miah Maull Light

Lightship Lens
(16) 4th Order 4 Panel Flashing (1) Light Vessel No. 95 (1) Alki Point Light Margin Mirror Reflectors 225 mm. Radius
(3) 4th Order 2 Panel Bivalve (1) Slip Point Light Spherical Silvered Mirrors with 60°, 90° ,

120° Sectors
Current Lens Locations: 250 mm. 4th Order Dioptric Cylindric Lens
Type Current Location 187.5 mm. 5th Order Hashing Lens (Not6 Panel Fixed White Pine Village Museum, Michigan Shipped)6 Panel Fixed Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Museum, New York Red-Orange Glass Panels
4 Panel Flashing Calvert Marine Museum, Maryland
4 Panel Flashing Shore Village Museum, Maine Acknowledgments:
2 Panel Bivalve U. S. C. G National Aids to Navigation School, Virginia

In writing almost any story, a great many
sources are researched and many individu.

Unfortunately, optical lens manufacture some Fresnel lenses on site. It is not known als and organizations contribute to the suc-
was never a significant part of Macbeth- which glass manufacturer supplied the glass cess of a project. That was surely the case inEvans business. However,  they were very for these lenses or if they were simply con- developing this story. I wish to thank theproud of being the only U. S. manufacturer structed from parts of other lenses. The style

following for each of their contributions:
with these capabilities and the government     of the lens elements suggests that they were White Pine Village Museum, Mason
was very happy  that  importation  was  no     not made by Macbeth-Evans and most prob- County Historical Society, Michiganlonger required except for lenses of the 1st    ably came from a European firm. Marion Indiana Public Library
through 3rd Orders. Other glass companies produced Buoy United States Lighthouse Society -At the end of 1936, Macbeth-Evans Glass lenses   or lens parts   for the Bureau   of

Wayne Wheeler
Company merged with the Corning Glass Lighthouses as follows: Elwood Indiana Public LibraryCompany and, in 1938, the Elwood plant Corning Glass:  200 mm. Pressed, 300 The Calvert Marine Museum - Richard
was closed and sold. mm. Pressed, 375 mm. Pressed

J. DoddsMcKee Glass:  200 mm. Pressed
Corning Incorporated, Department of

Lens Work by the AGA:  200 mm. Pressed Archives and Records Management -

Tompkinsville Lighthouse Michelle CoffonLovell-Dressel Co.: Lens frames and lens

assembly The Coming Museum of Glass - Rakow
Depot and Others After 1932, there is no indication of addi- Library - Virginia Wright and others

tional lens orders for anything other than Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical
375 mm. Pressed-glass Buoy Lenses buoy lenses, although a few repair panels for Society - William I Davis

lighthouse lenses may have been purchased. Shore Village Museum - Ken BlackIn Lighthouse Service Bulletin No. 60, from     Thus, the era of American lens manufacture The Nautical Research Centre' - ColinDecember 1916 it was reported: ended, and, by the 1960s, lens manufactur- MacKenzie"Experiments have been carried on for ing around the world was also severely cur- U S. Coast Guard Historiansome   time   at the general lighthouse tailed. Today, cut-glass Fresnel lenses are, for        U. S. Coast Guard   National   Aids   todepot, Tompkinsville, NY with a view to    the most part, a museum curiosity.
Navigation School- York:town, Virginiathe manufacture of375 mm. pressed-glass

The National Archives
buoy lenses for use in place of the present
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